
DECLARATIONS INTO ACTIONS

Conditions of Satisfaction

Declarations are a commitment to a desired future. In creating declarations that are
meaningful for us, we want to know our “for the sake of what,” for our declaration, or
why does it matter to us?  What commitment, change, or yearning is this declaration
looking to fulfill?  How will our leadership, life, work, relationships, or outcomes be
different if we have our declaration?  Imagine you already have, or are, your declaration
— what’s different?

Once we have a clear declaration, we create Conditions of Satisfaction, or COS, for this
declaration.  These are the measures, grounded in time, that let us know we have
arrived at our declaration or are on a clear path there.  The COS can seem complicated
to articulate at first, but they are “where the rubber meets the road” for our
declarations.  How will you know when you are successful and have embodied your
declaration?

Here are some ways to begin considering your COS.

Within a year (time):

o What actions will you be able to take, that you do not take now, that are aligned
with your declaration?

o What assessments will others have of you that they don't have now?
o What quality of relationships will you be in? How is that different than what you

have now?
o What will be different about you, your life, or your leadership?
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Some declarations have a long horizon of time, or cover a lifetime, and others can
happen in months. What timeline fits your declaration?  If it is a long horizon of time
(over 5 years) it is helpful to break it down into year-long segments.  Pragmatically
oriented declarations are easy to measure. A declaration to increase sales a certain
percentage is clear within a timeframe.  Or a commitment to move to a new region is
easily measured.

When we make declarations about a quality of leadership, an internal way of being, or a
change in a relationship or our family, these can be trickier to measure.  Let’s say your
declaration is, “I am a commitment to being a loving and responsive partner and
parent.”

One way to look at this is to see how these attributes would show up when I have
“arrived”. What are the actions I will be taking that I am not taking now? How would
others feelings towards me change? What is their assessment of how I am in the
relationship? Do others feel my love and responsiveness? Your COS may be: within 6
months I will be curious about my children daily, I will express my love to my partner
verbally, at least once per week, and two of my family members will spontaneously say
that they feel I am more loving and responsive.

Another way to measure declarations of this sort is to create a scale. On a scale from
1-10, how loving and responsive are you to your partner and family now?  What is your
self-assessment, what is their assessment of you? (Asking for their assessment and
sharing your commitment with them is already a step toward your new commitment.)
Let’s say your assessment and theirs lands at a 4. What does this mean in action and
outcomes?  Where do you want to be within 6 months and a year? Let’s say you set your
COS as an 8.  What would this mean in actions and the assessments you produce?

You can recreate the above scenario with COS for developing your leadership qualities
within your team or organization, or forwarding an innovation within your workplace.

Remember –all COS have a timeline... by when? This helps us move from a good idea
into measurable actions.
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Plan of Action

This is the most pragmatic aspect of your plan. What actions do you need to take to
fulfill your Conditions of Satisfaction and move toward your declaration? And, by when
will you take them? For example, to fulfill your declaration you may need to have a
conversation with someone.  By when will the conversation happen? The more specific
you get, the better.

Examples include:
o Who do I need to have a conversation with?  By when will I have the

conversation?
o I need to renegotiate my position to fulfill my declaration. By when will I

re-negotiate my position?
o I want to engage three committed listeners. By when will I engage them?
o What learning do I have to do to fulfill my declaration? By when will I engage in

this new learning?  Or whom can I get guidance from for this learning?  By when
will I speak with them?

All actions have a “by when” to give us a completion date. Break the actions down into
relevant and actionable steps.

Practices

To embody our declarations, we often need to begin new daily and weekly practices.
Often our current practices or Conditioned Tendencies (CT) need to transform to be
aligned with what we are committed to. As we develop our declarations, COS, and
actions, we also want to choose daily practices that serve our commitment.

There are two types of practices — generative practices and practices that develop
specific competencies.

Generative practices are practices such as mindfulness, gratitude, journaling, centering,
or attention training (sitting practice/meditation). These practices support us in overall
presence, connection to what we care about, awareness of our CTs and changing them,
etc.  Other generative practices may include exercise, dance, yoga, listening to music,
reading, or martial arts.
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There are three important aspects to generative practices:

o Intention (FSOW am I doing this practice?)

o Embodied

o Repeated over time (300/3000)

Intention: When we do a daily practice, we want to remind ourselves of the purpose
behind the practice.  This can be as simple as speaking your commitment before doing
the jo kata.  Or it could be speaking your commitment and reminding yourself that you
are practicing extending during the jo kata.  Use what is relevant for your declaration.

Embodied: Practices are helping to re-train your psychobiology, or helping to transform
your embodiment (thinking, mood, actions).  Feel yourself holistically as you practice.
Bring your attention to your sensations, pay attention to your emotions and your
thinking.  Be in your “feeling self” as your practice.

Repeated: What we repeat, we embody.  Speaking your commitment regularly to
yourself helps it become a guide for your conversations and your actions. Your daily
practices create new patterns and possibilities to live by. This happens through
repetition – 300 reps for muscle memory, 3000 reps for embodiment. We know we have
embodied something new when it feels “natural.”

Practices that develop specific competencies use all of the same principles as generative
practices but are targeted toward developing a skill needed for your declaration.  Let’s
say two skills you need to fulfill on your COS and declaration are (1) being able to decline
or say “no” in a centered way and (2) making direct and clear requests.  To get good at
these you need practice.  So, your practice could be making a centered decline twice per
week and a centered request three times per week. Remember your intention, practice
being embodied, and repeat the practice.

New practices aren’t inherently comfortable, yet without practice, they won’t ever be
comfortable.  Remind yourself of your commitment, and practice away.  Remember to
center and re-center.
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Committed Listener

A committed listener is a person who will help you fulfill your declaration. They won’t do
the work for you; rather they will support you, remind you of what you care about, and
help hold you accountable to your commitments. A committed listener is invaluable –
we often will practice for others or take risks for others when we might not do it just for
ourselves.  An external accountability structure can make all of the difference.

Your committed listener is a person who cares about you and your declaration.  They
should also have the capacity to both support you and call you to account, when
needed.  We suggest you share your commitment sheet with your committed listener.
Let them in on what you care about and what you intend to change or make happen.
Then connect with them weekly.  Even if it is a 15-minute call, weekly contact keeps your
declaration in front of you and in action.

You may want to have a “customer” as well as a committed listener.  This is someone
whose assessment matters to your declaration.  Let’s take the commitment above of
being a loving and responsive partner and parent. In this situation, your children and
partner can be your “customers.”  Once you share your commitment and COS with them,
you can check in monthly and ask how you are doing in this domain.

Conditions of Satisfaction, Action, Practices, and Committed Listeners are all of the
components of fulfilling your declaration. While change can look both exciting and
daunting, and transformation can look magical, fulfilling your declaration is really very
pragmatic when approached through an embodied approach.
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